In this paper, we present a prototype of a deformation engine to efficiently model and render the damaged structure of vehicles in crash scenarios. We introduce a novel system architecture to accelerate the computation, which is traditionally an extremely expensive task. We alter a rigid body simulator to predict trajectories of cars during a collision and formulate a correction procedure to estimate the deformations of the collapsed car structures within the contact area. Non-linear deformations are solved based on the principle of energy conservation. Large plastic deformations resulting from collisions are modelled as a weighted combination of deformation examples of beams which can be produced using classical mechanics.
short period of time when high impact forces can both break and deform car structures, to model such a phenomenon accurately involving complex non-linearity, buckling and plasticity is a challenging task and is computationally very expensive.
Current approach to car crash simulation is usually based on finite element analysis with an emphasis on better performance and safety, and thus, reducing the risk of fatal injuries during an accident [13, 16, 17, 20] . Direct simulation of transient dynamics in a car crash normally takes hours or even days to compute, making it impractical for animation applications. This is especially the case for computer games and real-time applications. What is worth noting is that, to the best of our knowledge, even the most popular finite element based simulation methods do not represent the physics of car crash accurately. They can, however, provide useful guidance for car design. It is not surprising why impact tests of real cars remain the most reliable and common measure used in industry.
Production of high quality imagery of car crash scenes has been made possible in movies owing to the recent developments in computer graphics tools and applications. These are often created using real world vehicle crashes as reference. Computer generated vehicles were used in the movie, The Matrix Reloaded (2003) , to create stunning visuals of a freeway chase. The visual effects involve smoke, flames, debris and explosions which complement the primary action of vehicles crashing, colliding, skidding, and rolling over, causing severe deformations to their structures.
However, to generate such large scale dynamics and to such meticulous detail, the vehicles had to be rigged by hand which resulted in huge time and monetary costs as well as tedious manual work for the artists. This technique, with respect to games and other real-time applications becomes impractical owing to the limited budget and real-time performance requirements. Having taken these factors into account, our aim is to develop car crash modelling techniques which are efficient and can work with minimal hardware and manual resources.
Implementation of vehicle crash dynamics and realistic depiction has introduced a fun element in many modern video games and we have reason to believe that this has been a big success factor in their popularity [12] . Such concept of causing damage to the opponents proved very successful for the games series, like Burnout and Full Auto 2. Recent car racing games handle structural damage and decomposition of vehicles using particle dynamics and rigid body physics. This technique, however, does not cater to large-scale deformations. Our implementation attempts to overcome this limitation and handle hardcore crash modelling and render plastic deformations.
In this paper, we present a new simulation architecture and a strategy for modelling car crashes in animation applications where fast processing is of the essence. Our main contribution is the development of an efficient approach to achieving faithful and visually plausible simulation of nonlinear large plastic deformations due to high-speed collision. Vehicle structures collapse and in the same time kinetic energy is dissipated through plastic deformations and brittle failures. Firstly, a surface cell model has been introduced to implement fast collision detection and to estimate the collapse within the contact area. Then a vehicle has been represented as an assembly of parts and we propose to model the transmission and dissipation of energy amongst these parts. This method allows us to figure out how an individual car part deforms according to the energy distribution. Each part is modelled with a collection of simple mechanical entities (beams) to derive complex plastic deformations without solving non-linear dynamic partial differential equations. These deformations then serve as the basis for creating visuals of damaged vehicles.
Instead of focusing on accurate physical representation or detailed analysis of various dynamics responses, our aim is to achieve visual fidelity at interactive frame rates, using the physics laws as a general guide. The key idea is to approximate complex mechanical components (car parts) using simpler alternatives (beam structures), which results in roughly equivalent contributions in terms of physical significance. Using this simplification technique, our system provides a fast simulation/animation with good visual fidelity. Hence, we can also envisage its usage in serious applications, e.g. reconstruction of car crash scenes.
Our research makes the following contributions: (1) It proposes a system architecture or framework to model deformations of cars in crashes, which integrates the simulation techniques to efficiently mimic complicated physics in car crashes; (2) It replaces detailed polygon meshes of vehicles with surface cells to accelerate collision handling and develops cell models to estimate local collapses (deformations) within contact area; (3) It presents a heuristic strategy to analyse the energy transmission and distribution among car parts in a collision; (4) It introduces a deformation engine to capture dynamics of car structures with simple mechanical components, which provides convincing visual effects of crash scenes.
Related works
Engineers have been making great efforts to develop techniques for vehicle crash simulations for many decades [17] . The early attempts were based on the impulse-momentum methods to establish trajectories and other kinetic behaviours of cars in collision. The first collision simulation model was developed to run on a digital computer in the mid-seventies [43] . Finite element analysis was then introduced to calculate the complicated deforming process in crashes [5, 17, 26] . LS-DYNA [21] equipped with a specially designed core for non-linear transient dynamic analysis, is proved to be one of the most popular finite element software packages for simulating vehicle crashes.
Beside finite element analysis, some works [1, 34] also introduced multi-body dynamics to simulate car performances, where the vehicle structures are divided in rigid bodies connected by linear or non-linear springs as kinematic joints. We have borrowed the idea of dividing cars into parts as analysis elements in our system. Our car parts, however, are deformable and their relations are handed differently by an explicit link graph.
In the games industry, an early attempt of Destruction Derby (1995) took into account the damage to cars and included car geometric deformations [31] . In this game, cars fought a gladiator-style battle with each other in an amphitheatre. In [31] , it also listed several later developments of other games, including Carmageddon (1997), Colin McRae Rally 5 (2004) .
The early modelling of crashes in game applications were often based upon preset geometric data to mimic deformations [31] . A certain crush profile can be triggered by a given parameter of damage. The visual results of such systems may look dull due to the limited number of profiles available. In the latest implementations, however, a powerful physics engine [2, 3] was mainly used to simulate motions of rigid bodies and achieved impressive dynamic effects. Parts of cars could drop off, break into pieces or fly off with different trajectories upon impact. Such a technique has been adopted to create blowing-up effects in games [33] . However, simply blowing up parts into pieces makes the vehicle appear too fragile and unreal. Ductile deformations play a major role in dissipating the kinetic energy, and reproduction of such effects on screens in real time remains extremely challenging.
Within the computer graphics and animation communities, Barr [4] inventively deformed objects with geometric functions. The later developed free-form deformations [11, 32] are widely used in many contemporary animation applications, which use a geometric lattice to deform the wrapped object. The free-form deformations were used to model car structure deformations in collision [31] . In 1987, [38] introduced physically-based techniques to deform an object faithfully in accordance with governing physical laws. Since then, various techniques were developed, including the mass-spring system [22] and the finite element methods [18, 23] . Recent developments based on mesh-free computations [10, 24, 25, 29 ] also claimed to be robust and userfriendly by removing the mesh layer in simulation.
Numerous efforts have been made to adopt finite element methods into the animation pipeline [18, 23, 36, 42] . However, the direct simulation of transient dynamics in a car crash with finite element methods is still far too expensive for most graphical applications. Wu [30] has implemented a parallel algorithm for finite element computation, which runs on game hardware to animate car crashes. This work has contributed to the game FullAuto 2. Its implementation details are not reported, which perhaps are kept as a commercial secret. In the available demo clips, we noticed that the cars fragilely break into pieces during crashes. Our work can provide an alternative or complementary approach to the existing techniques, which aims to capture the large plastic deformations in crashes in real time, thereby to enhance the visual presentation of a virtual car crash.
The Cosserat model [6, 7, 15, 28, 35 ] was introduced to model deformations of one-dimensional slender objects, such as hair or wire. Our work [9] extended its usage to model deformations of three-dimensional shapes with a collection of beams. In the aforementioned applications [6, 7, 9, 15, 28, 35] , the Cosserat beam only took into account the elastic energy and cannot model the plasticity. In this paper, plastic hinges are placed on the beam model to mimic plastic deformations which enable us to handle dynamics of a three-dimensional shape with simple one-dimensional entities. Previous studies on impact dynamics [14, 19, 27, 39, 40] provide useful hints for us to model the collapse of beam structures.
System architecture
As shown in Fig. 1 , our prototype consists of two phases: processing preparation and runtime simulation. The first phase provides geometric data, example deformation patterns and other statistical information to ensure fast simulation responses during run-time. The runtime phase performs rigid body simulation and generates deformations in crashes.
The whole system consists of four functional modules: rigid body simulation, kinetic filter, runtime deformation, and rendering. The rigid body simulation module is used to control the car's movement, especially during the collision with the environment and other cars. In our development, we adopted Autodesk|Maya's dynamic engine for rigid body simulation which performs well in our test. The kinetic filter module estimates the behaviours of car parts in crashes and culls the deforming parts which need to be further processed in the deformation module. This module removes unnecessary calculations and efficiently allocates limited computational resources to the area of interest. The deformation engine creates the deformed meshes of different parts in runtime. Our technique, however, differs from the serious simulations with high accuracy which aim to evaluate and op- Fig. 1 System architecture timise the designs. Our intention, however, is to mimic deformations efficiently and plausibly, rather than focusing on high accuracy as hours of computation for a crash scene are never justified for animation purposes. Finally, the rendering module displays results of the previous modules on the screen.
Our deformation engine actually provides two modes to mimic the deformations: static mode and dynamic mode. The static mode deforms a car part according to pre-stored deformation examples whilst the dynamic mode directly computes the deformations from an equivalent mechanical model of a specified car part. The static deformation examples are stored in the deformation pattern library prepared for quick reference. When the static mode is selected, the deformation engine fetches the pre-stored patterns and generates deformed results by blending the chosen patterns according to the input from the kinetic filter. This static mode takes little computation resources and runs very efficiently due to its simplicity. It is selected when the computation resources are limited, or when the deformation of a particular part is of no importance in synthesising the whole scene, i.e., the part is so far away from the camera that it can hardly be noticed on the screen, or, the deformation is not significant and a linear blending among simple examples is acceptable for the final presentation. When the dynamic mode is on, a part's equivalent mechanical model is called to compute its deformation at run-time, which promises plausible physics but takes more resources to compute. These two different modes are chosen at run-time to find a good balance of realism, accuracy and response time.
Our implementation was developed on an Autodesk|Maya platform. A Pentium 3.4 GHz PC with 1 GB RAM and a 128 MB DDR ATI Radeon 9800 Pro graphic adapter was used.
Collision dynamics
A car crash takes place in a very short period of time but involves complicated non-linear dynamics which are hard to describe or monitor. In our prototype, some radical simplification of the physics has been taken to boost the performance.
The motion of a car is described by rigid body dynamics [3] . We use four quantities to describe the state of a car, namely, the position of the centre of mass x, the orientation represented by a rotation matrix R, the linear momentum of the car p and the angular momentum L about the car. The equation of motion for a car is written as, ⎡ where M is the mass of the car, ω is the angular velocity, F is the external force and τ is the torque.
By definition, p = Mẋ and L = Jω, where J is the moment of inertia. Equation (1) indicates the change rate of the state vector. With known initial state, numerical integration of (1) specifies the motion of a car. In order to efficiently track the collisions between two or more cars, and, the collisions between the cars and environment, we represent a detailed mesh of a car constructed of thousands of polygons by a model containing a small numbers of square surface cells (see Fig. 2 ). These surfaces cells are of the same size and their normal directions are distributed in six discrete directions. Each cell is coded with a unique number as its ID. The collision detection firstly queries if a surface cell is in contact with other object. If so, further queries on request can be performed on the layer of triangular mesh, which contains more geometric details, while the cell is used to cull out irrelevant triangles by a stored list. In most cases, performing queries at the square surface cells is good enough to produce our animation sequences. Collisions are handled with the technique of [8] , which is able to give out the exact collision time within predefined error threshold. Not only do these cells help to accelerate collision detection process, they are also used to estimate the degree of plastic deformations, as we illustrate in the following paragraphs.
Rigid body simulation does not take into account deformations and collisions which occur instantaneously. That is, once a collision is detected, the velocities of the objects in contact are corrected immediately to avoid any penetration. However, in the real world, when two cars collide together over some fairly small, but non-zero span of time, a reaction force would act between the cars and change their velocity. During this time span, the structures of the cars would deform, due to the force. We consider the collision occurring gradually by introducing a correction step in the time integration. Experimental evidence [13, 17, 26] and finite element simulation [26] show that the crash process normally lasts between 80 to 120 ms, which suggests that we can chose a constant time span as an approximation for the duration of a collision.
In rigid body simulation, if a collision occurs at time t c , the solver gives out the state of motion at this moment by linear speedẋ(t c ) and angular speed ω(t c ). An immediate update of the state after the collision by reflection is taken to give new valuesẋ(t + c ) and ω(t + c ), where t + c = t c . In our correction step, we set the time after collision t + c to t c + T by considering the time span T of the collision. We set T as 100 ms for our examples in this paper. During the collision time span, we force the speed to linearly transit fromẋ(t c ) toẋ(t + c ), and angular speed from ω(t c ) to ω(t + c ). That is,
Using the actual data acquired from crashworthiness test of Ford Taurus [26] , which recorded the motion of a car in a frontal collision, Fig. 3 demonstrates that the linear transition of velocity can produce good approximations to the actual displacement and velocity history in the collision.
In the time span of collision, the car moves along the predicted trajectory by numerically integrating the speed vector, which may result in some intrusion. To avoid such intrusion, we further assume each cell can move along its normal direction in relation to the car's mass centre once it is in contact with the other object. Such motion approximates the collapse of the car structure at certain area covered by the element. During the process, the surface elements ( Fig. 2(b) ) collide progressively to initiate reaction force which deforms the car structure. We assign a simple elastroplastic unit to each cell to model its behaviour after the collision, which is illustrated in Fig. 4(a) . The elastroplastic unit consists of two elastic units and one plastic unit. Similar unit was introduced in [37] as well to model plasticity. The plastic unit yields when the amount of exerted force 
where K 1 and K 2 are the stiffness ratios of the elastic units and D, which indicates the collapse of car structures, is the displacement in relation to the car's centre of mass. The properties of the elastic units and plastic units, in terms of K 1 , K 2 and Y 0 , for all the cells are defined to reflect the car's performance in collision.
When a few cells of a car collide progressively, we mark an individual cell as active when it is in contact and compute the reaction force by summing up all active cells. We illustrate the mechanical model with a 2D example in Fig. 4(b) , where the cells are taken into account to compute the reaction force by their sequence of collision to the obstruction. Using the cell model, we are able to estimate the damages in the contact area in a collision, where the car with less stiffness receives larger deformation and the one with higher stiffness deforms less.
The algorithm to model collision is summarised here.
1. Estimating a car's motion before and after collision with rigid body simulation. 2. Approximating the motion within the given time span of collision (see (2)). 
Kinetic filter
The kinetic filter module in our prototype boosts up the reaction speed. Rather than handling the contact between parts with a sophisticated contact computation model [1] , we use a heuristic energy distribution method (see below for details) to determine which part will deform extensively.
To avoid expensive computation, we refrain from directly using the real car components for simulation. In this paper, the term 'part' does not imply the actual assembly and geometry. Rather, we approximate each part as a simple frame-like structure of beams when considering deformations. These parts are linked together to allow for distribution of forces amongst them. We have divided our car models into twenty-six independent parts in our prototype.
During collision, kinetic energy gets transmitted amongst car parts and is consumed as structural damage occurs. To figure out how energy is distributed, we have designed a link graph to cache the relationships of different parts, which is shown in Fig. 5 .
When two parts are physically connected, they are linked with one edge in the graph, which implies a path for energy exchange between them. Once hit, the parts with contact to the incoming object are activated and they are assigned a certain value of impact energy accordingly. A fraction of the energy of an active part is absorbed and the rest of the amount is passed to its neighbours in the graph through the links. If a passive part received energy from its neighbours, its state is set to active immediately.
A weight factor is also associated with each edge in the graph to describe how rigidly the two parts are physically connected to each other. When a part transfers energy to sev- eral other linked parts, the one with the most rigid connection takes the largest portion of the total available energy.
Deformation modelling
Standard static methods of analysis are not adequate in many dynamic plastic structure problems [19] . In car crash scenarios, the impact forces with large amplitude only exist for a very short period, about 100 ms, often resulting in large plastic deformations. An analysis subject to static loads is of little relevance to the real performance of a car in crashes.
Our deformation engine consists of two modes: a static mode to achieve fast performances by directly referencing to examples, and a dynamic mode to compute the deformation at run-time with consideration for the dissipated energy. This section focuses on the development of the deformation engine of the dynamic mode which is able to handle the dynamics of structural impact. The influence of material elasticity plays a minor role in car crashes which are dominated by large plasticity strains. Therefore, it is convenient for us to ignore elastic deformations and model the material with rigid-plasticity. The majority of the kinetic energy is absorbed by plastic deformations.
During game-play, the available computational resources are limited and real-time responses are critical. In order to achieve efficient performance, we choose to use an equivalent mechanical model of car parts. In our previous work [9] , we represented a three-dimensional geometric shape as a collection of many simple one-dimensional entities and this has greatly accelerated the solving process. Similarly, in the deformation engine, a car part is equivalently modelled with a collection of one-dimensional entities, i.e. straight beams, and those beams guide the polygon mesh to deform (see Fig. 6 ). The deformed shapes of the beams imply the amount of energy consumed by this part. Car parts in our prototype take either a one-dimensional form, such as the bumper, which is modelled as a simple beam, or a two-dimensional form, such as the doors and bonnet, which are modelled as a network of several beams (see Fig. 6 ).
In our previous work [9] , the slender beam was made of elastic material and so could not deform plastically. To get around this limitation, we introduced an element called a plastic hinge, which allows the beams to freely rotate at their location. The resistance torque M 0 associated with a plastic hinge is predefined and dissipates the input energy according to the rotated angle. The remaining part of the beam can only move rigidly ignoring the influence of elastic deformations.
In work [9] , predefined vibration modes to construct the dynamic response of an elastic beam structure were used. Similarly, in this prototype, the potential collapse modes are pre-constructed. Some illustrations of these modes are shown in Fig. 7 . Deformation modes of a beam due to a lateral load are predicted in [19] . Plastic hinges evolve at the point where the force exerts and the support location is as shown in Fig. 7(a) . The rotation angle of each plastic hinge is estimated to dissipate the total assigned energy by the link graph of parts. However, when a beam is subject to uniaxial impact, it dynamically buckles and exhibits rich nonlinearity [14, 27, 39] . The buckling shape is characterised by its amplitude and wavelength, as shown in Fig. 7(b)-(d) .
According to Gladden's experiments [14] , we can estimate the wavelength λ from the displacement D of the contact point (D is estimated with the cell model in Sect. 4):
where M 0 is the resistance torque of a plastic hinge, c is a material constant which is related to the material sound speed, and ξ is a constant in our test, which is set to 1 if the part is directly hit in the crash and 0.5 if not. The number of plastic hinges in uniaxial impact can be estimated once the wavelength is known. The rotation angle of the plastic hinge decreases with its distance to the impact point. The closest hinge to the impact load is numbered 0. The ith hinge rotates angle of θ i in the crash. The following relation exists:
where L p is a character length which is defined for each parts. A part with small cross-sectional area has larger value of L p . The total dissipated energy i M 0 θ i meets the assigned value, and the distribution of rotation angles for all the plastic hinges can be solved by considering the above relationship of rotation angles. When using a network of beams to model a car part, we deform each beam according to the load type (lateral or uniaxial), the associated collapse modes and the assigned dissipated energy, and then, weigh-sum the influences of all beams to the polygon meshes of the car parts in the same way as that in our previous development [9] .
At run-time, the deformation of the chassis is computed first as it is a particularly rigid part of a car. Other parts sitting on the chassis first move rigidly with accordance to the new chassis shape, and then each part deforms according to its own equivalent beam model.
In some cases, not just a single instance of a car after crash, but images of a time sequence describing the whole process, are required. The previous discussion is about how to get the final deformations; however, we can interpolate the rotation angles of plastic hinges with a linear rule to extract frames at arbitrary times and cut off the computational load. Other non-linear interpolation schemes can also be included to present smooth results.
In Fig. 8 , we have presented two examples where damaged cars are modelled results from crush. One demonstrates the result of a head-to-head collision, where the front structure deforms significantly. The other is the result of a side collision, where the damage is mainly exhibited in the area around both doors.
Fracture handling
In our prototype, the focus has been on the implementation of physically plausible deformations rather than the simulation of brittle parts which break into pieces as the latter are already well represented in many previously mentioned applications [30, 33] . However, it is possible to include a fracture-handling module of existing techniques in our system architecture to take into account fracture failures of car parts. As shown in Fig. 9 , a new functional unit, fracture mechanism, can be added in the system architecture to break Fig. 9 The fracture mechanism element can be added to handle the fracture failure of brittle materials a part into smaller pieces and animate them with particle dynamics. The kinetic filter module selects the part to be broken: a part in the link graph of parts has been assigned a value of dissipated energy; once a part's dissipated energy exceeds its threshold, the part is fed into the fracture mechanism unit for further processing. The link graph of parts is then updated by deleting this part node and the associated edges, and the distribution of the energy is adjusted accordingly.
Conclusions
Car crash simulation is an important element in real-time graphical applications including computer animation and game design. Although physical accuracy is not as essential as for engineering applications, physics-based simulation often provides an effective solution to the modelling of many phenomena which can be well explained with physics laws. In this paper, we have presented a novel method to rapidly model the plasticity deformations in car crash. This work differs from the traditional simulation in crashworthiness analysis. Our main objective has been to generate a physically plausible collapse pattern of car crash with minimal computational resources. One potential application of this work is to generate crash scenes for car racing games or vehicular combat games at run-time.
We have implemented our technique on the Autodesk| Maya platform. Our prototype can run at a frame-rate of about 5 fps (frames per second) for car models of 35,567 vertices, and about 40 fps for simplified models of 4,380 vertices. It achieves real-time performances for relatively large meshes, although the performance may decrease for an extremely large model. In game applications, however, the provided meshes are optimised and a single model usually contains only a few hundred vertices, which make the real-time performance possible with our approach. Further investigation suggests that Autodesk|Maya takes most of the computational resources and the actual computation required in the deformation module only uses a small fraction of the available resources. In future we will implement our system with a game engine, which requires much less computational resources than Maya, and optimise our code for better performances.
To achieve fast performances by reducing unnecessary computations, a culling mechanism is designed in the filter module. So far, the parts are identified manually and the parameters for each car part need to be carefully specified by the user. This requires good knowledge of car structure design. In the future, we will explore methods such as neural networks which can specify these parameters from known experimental examples of crashes and automate this tedious task.
Although our objective of this research is mainly for animation and games, we believe our research can be also applicable to other serious applications. For example, accident reconstruction for crash investigation or training of mechanical engineering students may benefit, where a preview with interactive performance can be generated before other sophisticated simulation and investigation techniques are used to verify the accuracy of the reconstructed scenes. If the reverse engineering methods are used to determine the parameters in our models according to real test or FEM simulations as [34] did, we believe our method can offer better accuracies and serve the purposes for optimisation designs.
